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ABSTRACT
Many people that are in leadership today missed the maturation
under

normal

circumstances

supposed

to flow naturally

mentoring and in return they cannot mentor others.

process which,

through

responsible

Today's pattern of mentoring

on the other hand lacks the personal warmth and love, which are crucial to human
development

in the sense of providing

guidance

and the needed advice.

The

present day approach to mentoring seems to be more of skills and goals than care.
Even the discipleship

programmes

of most churches today is more of academic

than mentoring by life style, more theoretical than practical" (Adeyemi: 267) The
research work was an attempt of the writer to examine the theological analysis of
Elijah - Elisha relationship

and its implication

minister with emphasis on the relationship
between the Christian

for mentoring

among

Baptist

that is godly, cordial, lovely, warmly,

leaders and their follower from the discipleship/mentoring

point of view. It was observed by the writer that the type of the relationship
existed

between

mentoring
method

the Elijah and Elisha was obviously

among

the Christian

used was deductive

unpublished

book

However,

method

available at the

as well as others outside
research.

leaders especially

the

the Baptist

model for

ministers.

The

by the use of both the pubh hed and

igerian Bapti

eminary

Elijah spent hi

the biblical

that

I The

I grcal : ermnary LIbrary

that are relevant

ime.

to the subject of the

igor and en erg

with Elisha in love,

warmth, and kindness, not in the spirit of em' ., anger, jealousy and strives. On the
other hand, Elisha

demonstrated

submission,

humility,

discipline

and all it takes to be responsible

leadership

position.

Elisha did not outrun

servant

diligence,

consistency,

that want to assume

his master as many contemporary

a

disciples

does

specifically
by

today.

Baptist

personal

By implication,

ministers,

manipulation.

programmed,

sense

of

submission,

diligence

of every

leader

to search for to disciple by the leading of God not
Mentoring

more of fatherhood

theoretical

it is the responsibility

should

be

than the facilitator

it. Likewise,

a disciple

and transparency.

more

of

personal

than

and more of practical

should

cultivate

the habit

than
of

Also, the disciple should prepare to pick

the mantle on the ground as Elisha did not out of fear, doubt, or selfish ambition
and accept
implied

the leadership

to carry on the task unaided.

It also

that God is the giver of grace and girt and he gives purposely

for the

edification

of the church.

individual

responsibility

manufactured

responsibility

Therefore,

mentor

and mentee

and focus on it, by doing

leader through godly prepared mentor.

must recognize

their

so; there will be a godly

5.2

CONCLUSIO
It seems clear that the wor

0

he

rrn

uming different

leaves each

day, some people takes it as do or die affair ~ +ule some belief that it is only God

43

that exalts.

One of the general saying is that life is not meant for a single man,

but many leader use their God given grace to build others up yet they do not have
any trust in such follower.
qualification
mentoring

Going

and doctrinal

belief,

by the Scripture

regardless

of background,

one will get it clear that transition

is part of life. Every human

being transit

through

from one stage of life to

another until one grows to final transition from this earth.
Consequently,
for contemporary

Elijah-Elisha

leaders

their successors.

especially

Baptist

a good biblical model

in mentoring

or discipling

to identify the call of God in the

train, them and be ready to transfer the leadership

tested and trusted disciples.
it well known

represent

ministers

Leaders have the responsibility

lives of their followers,

empowered

relationship

This discipler must understand

to the disciple

this and he must make

that he is called for a purpose,

which

is to be

for ministry that God has called him for.

Moreover,

the discipler

must be prepared to invest his time, vigour, effort

and commitment

to train up the type of disciple that can succeed a leader.

an environment,

the disciple

accomplished.

the

responsibility
the mantle

is able to see personally

other

of leadership.

worldly desires

the

disciple

must

tasks. Thus, Christians

be

ready

to accept

have a responsibility

It is note worthy that many disciples

the church

mantle simply because

leadership

in particular

needs

of lac'
0

the

0

full

to aece

so foeu

and choice that they do not see the mantle lying on

Others fail to pick the leadership
Consequently,

that the disciple

to walk unaided.

hand,

for leadership

In such

how the ministry could be

This must be carried out with the understanding

will be given the opportunity
On

to such

e

on
round.

epara Ion.
e dn 'e for

44
personal

power and control

others for leadership

5.3

and use all that is available

to them to empower

position.

RECOMMENDATIO
In view of the research

Elisha relationship
writer is hereby

being carried out on the examination

as a biblical model formentoring
present

the following

suggestions

of Elijah-

among Baptist minister.
for the contemporary

The

Baptist

ministers:
I.

E ery leader must learn to tolerate one another, because the ultimate goal

of ministry or gift given to every Christian

leader is for the edification

of the body

of Christ.
2.

Leaders

who are in one position

or the other today should

build others up so that there may be continuity
it is the responsibility
nothing

learn how to

and progress in the service of God.

of the leaders to have vision for the church, for if he has

to put forward and has nobody to prepare for the work, this may cause

problem at the end of his tenure of office.
3.

Leaders

should

learn how to reproduce

in the light of programmed
theoretical
4.

through

alone but personal, not facilitating

mentoring

not

but fatherhood,

not

but in the practical sense of it.

Christian

their followers
spirit of pride,
jeopardy.

themselves

leaders

or ministers

should

cultivate

in the spirit of love, warmth, friendship
envy, or bitterness

so that the church

the attitude

of discipling

and relationship

not in the

of God would not be in
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5.

inisters

their disciples
continually
6.

should

portray the mind of Christ

in faith, in spirit, holiness,

in discipling

in charity,

or mentoring

so that the disciples

may

observe and learn from their life style as the replica of Christ nature.

The disciples

should also cultivate

humility during and after their discipleship

diligency,

faithfulness,

or mentoring

obedience,

experience

and

with disci pier

or master.
7.

It should

and discipline

be the responsibility
in search

of the mentee or disciple

of learning

and receiving

or accepting

to be consistent,
responsibilities

from the mentor.
8.

In an attempt

to receive

training

from the mentor,

the disciple

have it in mind to outrun his master, but to be sensitive and observant
needed materials
9.

Every Christian

Every minister

grace of leadership.

or minister

should be open-minded

should recognize
They should

rather they must be submissive
or mentoring
11.

as

may be enhanced.

the fact that God is the giver of gift and

not see themselves

to the leadership

should not be consumed

at the expense

disciple others, otherwise,
12.

to their disciples

on the top of the world,

of the Holy Spirit while discipling

others.

Ministers

and choices

in achieving

like Elisha did while Elijah was to be taken away from him.

well as being caring to them so that mutual relationship
10.

must not

of proper

with much passion
relationship

for worldly desires

with God in an attempt

to

one will produce his/her replica as a disciple.

In an attempt to mentor others. II C minister should not be power control, or

position - dri en. Rather, one should build others up in the way of Christ so that
they may be able to se

e God unaided.

